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Ena Stanley> Hello Jan!
JAN WARREN ALLEN> Hi Ena what is happening here tonight?
Ena Stanley> Kaye Shinker is to give a lecture on the Jupiter/Saturn conjunction
and its affects on the financial market.
Ena Stanley> Hello Cheryl!
JAN WARREN ALLEN> Good-that is what I thought. So where is she?
Cheryl> Hi Ena!
Ena Stanley> She hasn't arrived just yet. It's not quite 8 o'clock.
Vickie> Hello All :)
Ena Stanley> Hi Vickie!
Cheryl> Hi Vickie!
Cheryl> And a belated hello to Jan.
Ena Stanley> Kaye should be here soon!
JAN WARREN ALLEN> Hi everyone!
Ena Stanley> Hello Kaye!
Cheryl> Hi Kaye!
Vickie> Hi Kaye!
JAN WARREN ALLEN> Hi Kaye-we are waiting for you!
kaye> Hi please tell me the state you are in. I don't mean confused!
Vickie> Florida
JAN WARREN ALLEN> confused as usual in Wisconsin
Cheryl> Well, although sometimes confused, I'm in Nevada. :-)
Ena Stanley> I'm in Virginia, which most of you already know! :-)
kaye> I'm in Dallas I think it is in Texas
Ena Stanley> :-D
JAN WARREN ALLEN> No I didn't. thought you were in Texas too Ena.
Ena Stanley> No, I'm in a resort on Bryce Mountain in northwestern Virginia.
JAN WARREN ALLEN> sounds enjoyable
kaye> got bumped again
Ena Stanley> Sorry! :-(
kaye> Anyway, The Conjunction is at 23 Taurus.
kaye> Do any of you have a planet there?
kaye> And in which house does it fall in your natal chart?
Cheryl> Not me.
Vickie> No, but it Trine's my Ascendant and my Mercury.
kaye> I don't have a planet there and it falls in my 9th.
Vickie> And my Pluto (forming a Grand Trine)!
Cheryl> It's in my natal 7th.
kaye> My husband however has Uranus at 22+ and it is in his 12th.
kaye> Hi Laurie
Laurie> Hi Kaye :)
Cheryl> Hi Laurie!
Laurie> Hiya Cheryl!
Laurie> Hi Ena, Vickie!
Ena Stanley> Hi again Jan!
kaye> back again
Jan> I pushed th wrong button-I think
Ena Stanley> Hello Laurie.
Vickie> Hello
Ena Stanley> It happens Jan! :-\
kaye> We are determining if any of you have a planet at 23 Taurus and what house
it falls in?
Jan> I told you I was confused!
Jan> Not I

Laurie> No planet, just the MC 4 degs away.
Ena Stanley> I have a 22:26 Aquarius Moon, is that good enough?
Ena Stanley> Kaye are you still with us?
Jan> My Mars is 24:14 Aquarius in the 8th-does that count
Laurie> Sure, Jan, the conjunction will closely square your Mars.
kaye> I know why I'm getting bumped!
kaye> Thing is, I can't fix it now.
kaye> Let me tell you I have Saturn conjunct...
Ena Stanley> I'm sorry...I'm not sure what's going on either.
kaye> Saturn conjunct my Uranus as we speak!
Ena Stanley> If it were the site, EVERYONE would get bumped.
Ena Stanley> Oh...that'll work, Kaye! :-)
kaye> Yes, I know we have a call waiting problem.
kaye> ok
kaye> So any way the Uranus is in my 9th.
kaye> I've had problems all day...
kaye> and they all have to do with 9th house!
kaye> That is why I asked you where is this conjunction falling in your chart.
Vickie> It's in my ninth too
kaye> This Saturn conj. Uranus is something else!
Jan> In my 11th
kaye> Any stories to tell about the Saturn and Jupiter transits so far?
Laurie> Cjn my MC from the 9th...
Laurie> I have an opportunity to do astrological readings for pay.
Jan> It trines my 7th house cusp in Capricorn, and I have had the opportunity to
work a lot
kaye> Fortunately it will go into the tenth and you'll get work.
kaye> But remember, you will get what you asked for, so be sure to charge more
than $75 an hour.
Vickie> It forms a grand trine with Pluto/Asc in Virgo and Mercury in Capricorn
Laurie> I'll have to try and negotiate that. <g>
Jan> then ask for $150 an hour..ha
Laurie> <gg>
kaye> Vickie do you have kids?
Vickie> No
kaye> This could have to do with teaching.
Jan> why Kaye?
Vickie> I hope so, the more I learn about Astrology, the more I am spreading the
word!
kaye> And that maybe has to do with spreading the word, by word of mouth...
kaye> because of the Pluto and Mercury combination.
Cheryl> By the way, it's in my natal 7th, squaring natal Pluto in Leo in the
10th (22:40 Leo).
Vickie> Would it also affect my absolute interest in continuing to study too?
kaye> Yes, and by our students we are taught!
kaye> Cheryl?
Cheryl> Amen.
kaye> It could mean a from 7 that you misplace your boss and start a whole
underground publicity campaign...
Jan> Would this be affecting Cheryl's father?
Vickie> To me, right now, it feel as if I am crystallizing a new philosophy, a
new way of thought and existence.
kaye> to promote whatever.
kaye> Jan, possibly.
kaye> Go on with your idea.
Jan> who me?
Jan> Kaye were you talking to me or Cheryl?

kaye> Jan, I think you were commenting on Cheryl
kaye> and I wanted you to explain further
kaye> And I wanted to explain something about Saturn.
Ena Stanley> About Cheryl's father, Jan?
Jan> Oh-well if she has a father-he might be having problems with his heart or
back-on the physical level, or problems with money, or children maybe?
Cheryl> Well, actually Kaye (and all) my father died a couple years ago, but I
just went home for the first time since the funeral...
Cheryl> and confronted the fact my childhood home has been sold.
kaye> Thanks Cheryl for the insight. I'll go on with the Saturn...
Jan> Did she not get any of the money from the sale of it?
kaye> In Financial astrology
Laurie> That's rough, Cheryl.
kaye> Saturn represents the Chief Financial Officer the accounting department.
kaye> The area where Saturn transits you are forced to examine the structures
kaye> make a budget and understand where the cash is going.
kaye> Think also of it as time.
kaye> Now think about the house it is transiting in your chart.
kaye> Is that area suffering for time or budget constraints?
Vickie> As it is in my 9th, I feel as if I am being forced to patiently study
and learn when I really want to just blast ahead...
kaye> Good Vickie, I agree.
kaye> Now, lets talk about Jupiter...
Cheryl> And my husband is working tons of overtime, and I'm missing him.
Vickie> Hi Gentry!
kaye> He represents the sales department. Hi Gentry
Jan> In my 11th I am finding that attendance at our NCGR meetings is way down..
Gentry> Hello, everybody.
Ena Stanley> Hi Frances! :-)
kaye> We are on Jupiter...
Cheryl> Hi Gentry!
kaye> It represents the Sales in financial ast. -- the sources of income -- and
tends to expand these when transiting the house.
kaye> So you have restriction first, you are unhappy, then fix it with Jupiter.
kaye> Now they get together and it suggests conflict. Maybe, but also
cooperation.
Vickie> Oh yes, the combination of wanting to blast ahead and yet being forced
to concentrate my efforts is quite challenging...but definitely inspiring
kaye> It is two parts coming together...
kaye> each represents something different.
Jan> Is that what a company experiences then also?
kaye> Ok lets take a look at the NASDAQ its birthday is Feb 5, 1971
Cheryl> I'm finding the money is coming in, more than normal, expanding our
capacity of whatever we want to do, but no time to do it.
kaye> oops 1972 10:00 am NYCNY
kaye> Cool Cheryl
kaye> It has Saturn at 16 Taurus.
kaye> When Saturn transited its natal Saturn in the 1st
kaye> the NASDAQ went down; it was super restricted.
kaye> Now that Jupiter is transiting the Saturn, it is creeping up.
kaye> The restrictions were taken care of; it has to do with the organization of
NASDAQ.
kaye> Well when they come together, they do not effect the NASDAQ; however, they
do conjunct the Mercury of the NYSE.
Jan> So how high will NASDAQ go in the next few months, and for what reasons?
kaye> The date for the NYSE is May 17, 1792
kaye> Lavoies time is 11:22 LMT and it works best so far.

kaye> Mercury is 23 Taurus and we might guess that communications around the
exchange are a problem.
kaye> They have been for most of this year.
kaye> The volume is a factor, according to CNBC.
Vickie> Could it also indicate that communication stocks are in for a ride?
kaye> Yes, but it would involve NYSE stocks.
kaye> And remember Jupiter pushes all those sales and instead of Saturn being
first, as it was in the NASDAQ chart...
kaye> where the mess gets cleaned up before the sales come in.
Jan> Would that fit into the big AT&T's venture into wireless ?
kaye> The NYSE has Jupiter bringing in the sales and dropping them in Saturn's
lap.
kaye> Hey Jan, good thought!
kaye> They are not giving the stockholder the tracing stock
kaye> until as they said -- later.
Jan> Does that mean it will go up?
kaye> My husband is not happy with the idea.
kaye> Yes, 'til the end of May.
kaye> Then, since AT&T has so many shareholders, it will go down slowly for a
while...
kaye> but then you have to look at both the inc. chart of AT&T and also its IPO
to be sure.
Jan> I am confused about my Novell stock. The NASDAQ is going up but it is not
moving up with it??
kaye> The idea is to be wary of the sector...
kaye> GE would also have a similar problem.
kaye> Yes, I own both and I keep looking at their charts
kaye> I just sold half of my GE.
kaye> AT&T is like owning a gold ring: you don't hock it just in case.
Jan> Yes but how about Novell?
kaye> During the past 6 months I have been researching the Dow index chart.
kaye> Bill has in his book.
kaye> It is July 3, 1884 10:00 NYCNY.
kaye> It looks like it tracks the changes in the Dow better than the NYSE chart,
which seems to track the internal changes within the exchange.
kaye> Anyway, the conjunction is conjunct its Neptune.
Jan> That doesn't sound good does it?
kaye> Neptune in financial astrology means big money!
kaye> That is the difference, Jan, between personal and financial.
Jan> then that will be good?
kaye> Yes, it should. And it is in the 9th...
kaye> which could be even more foreign investment.
Jan> so does that mean through foreign connections?
kaye> The exchange makes tons of money...
Jan> Isn't Pluto big money in financial Ast?
kaye> only to have it all devalue.
kaye> Possibly has a negative effect after Jupiter moves on.
kaye> Your turn to ask questions!
Gentry> What does Uranus represent in financial astrology?
Gentry> Since Uranus is squared the Jupiter/Saturn conj. I thought it might
play a part.
kaye> Millions
Jan> Could we sometimes take one company and look at when the price went up or
down, and what the reasons were? Just looking at the indexes is a little vague
to me..
kaye> Yes Gentry, but the square is almost over.
kaye> Another difference in financial astrology:

kaye> we only use applying aspects.
kaye> Notice the NASDAQ: it went up as soon as Saturn left 16 degrees Taurus.
kaye> ?'s
Jan> You didn't answer my last one!!
kaye> Jan that is what we do in class because it takes too long in a general
lecture
Jan> Ok sorry
kaye> opps commercial
Jan> No-now I will have to join..ha
kaye> We go through 6 in the first class...
kaye> more in the next and hopefully next fall we will have a third
Jan> Oh-good to know
Gentry> Why do you call this conj. Techumsa's Revenge?
kaye> oh sorry Gentry that has to do with politics...
kaye> Every 20 year we loose a president.
Kaye> Well, we almost lost Reagan
Jan> Do you think it will still effect Clinton?
kaye> to something.
Kaye> I call it Tecumseh revenge because of when the problem started
kaye> After the battle in Indiana and I'm drawing a blank
Gentry> Has this pattern been present when the presidents died? Or had problems.
kaye> Oh, only when they died, or were shot at, as was the case of Reagan.
Jan> Have to leave now--bye room
kaye> There was a lot of discussion by astrologers on the subject before Reagan
was elected
Gentry> Bye, Jan
kaye> and I'm just adding to their idea that we need to choose a very good VP
kaye> any more ?
Vickie> Nope
kaye> Hope to see you all in one of my classes in the future!
Vickie> Thanks for the lecture! :)
kaye> bye
Vickie> Bye :)
Gentry> Thanks for being here.
Gentry> Thanks Ena, and Kaye
Gentry> Good Night
Ena Stanley> You're all quite welcome!

